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Abstract

This paper employs a lifecycle model from the consumption–savings literature to examine
the tradeoffs between defined benefit and defined contribution pension plans. We examine the
effects of varying risk aversion, varying initial income and financial wealth, and varying wage

processes (that may be correlated with returns on the risky asset).
Results indicate that wage-indexed claims are not an optimal vehicle for retirement policy if

the decision to participate is made early in life, because individuals hold most of their wealth

in their human capital and would not wish to increase their exposure to income shocks. Later in
life, after most of a worker’s human capital has been converted to financial assets, defined
benefit pension plans help increase diversification by reducing exposure to financial market
risk. The access that defined benefit plans provide to annuities markets and possible guaranteed

rates of return over the risk-free rate increase the value of defined benefit plans to workers. The
model also predicts that wage-indexed claims will be more valuable when equity markets
provide low expected returns or are highly variable and when annuity markets are inefficient.

The model illustrates two economic functions performed by defined benefit plans. Firstly,
DB plans pool individual wage risks. This allows older workers to buy a wage-linked security
that increases their exposure to wage risks. Secondly, they create a group annuities market that

reduces the cost of adverse selection.

1 Introduction

Everyone faces risk from two sources : wage instability and asset return variability.

The relative importance of these two sources of risk, and individuals’ responses to

them, is an issue that has occupied a great deal of the economics literature. The fact

that this issue is significant in the context of retirement planning is reflected in the

design of retirement plans themselves, of which two major types exist : defined benefit

(DB) plans, and defined contribution (DC) plans.

A DB plan pays an individual a benefit defined by some formula, usually without

reference either to the amount of contributions the worker has made to the plan or to
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the level of investment returns that the pension plan has earned on its assets. A typical

DB plan pays benefits linked to a worker’s final salary and the length of his service

with the employer sponsoring the plan. This linkage makes wage variability an

important aspect to consider when examining the desirability of DB plans.

DC plans, on the other hand, usually have fixed contributions but variable benefits.

The benefits depend on the level of contributions made by the employee and the

investment return earned by the assets over the employee’s lifetime. Investment risk

is thus crucial in trying to understand the role played by DC plans in retirement

portfolios.

Both DB and DC plans are common in the United States and elsewhere. Prominent

examples of DB plans include the US Social Security system and final salary

occupational pension plans, which are often provided to employees of larger US

corporations and federal, state and local governments.

A common type of DC plan in the US is the 401(k) plan, where contributions

are paid into an individual member’s account, often by both the employer and the

employee, returns accrue over the employee’s working life and the employee can

access the accumulated balance from retirement. Both DB and DC plans usually have

vesting provisions whereby some benefits (usually only those relating to the employer

portion of the contributions) are only available to the worker after a certain number

of years of service have been completed.

The balance of pension provision in the United States and internationally between

DC and DB plans has changed dramatically in the last two decades. As recently as

1985, Ippolito (1985) was able to report that ‘most pension-covered workers in the

United States are covered solely or primarily by defined benefit plans’. By contrast,

the US Department of Labor in 2001 reported that of the 59% of employees covered

by pension plans in 1996–1998, only 59% were members of defined benefit, or DB,

plans. Many of these individuals were also members of DC plans. Large differences

in pension plan provision have also emerged between public and private sector

workers – only 32% of full-time private sector workers were covered by DB plans,

while 90% of full-time public-sector workers were members of DB plans.

Although the balance between DB and DC pension coverage has shifted, the

number of workers that are members of DC plans as well as enjoying the stability of

DB pension coverage in some sectors of the economy suggest that both types of plan

play an important role in providing retirement security to workers.

Until the late 1980s, the traditional view was that DB plans protected workers from

investment risk, as investment risk was borne by plan sponsors, and from income

risk, as in most plans DB pension payments are explicitly linked to the final level

of wages.1 However, an analysis by Bodie et al. (1988) revealed that the dependence

of the retirement benefit stream on final wages actually increased an individual’s

exposure to wage risks. This was shown by their conclusion that if wage risks domi-

nated investment risks, risk-averse individuals would prefer DC pension plans over

DB plans under certain conditions. However, they included income risk in retirement

1 Some DB plans pay benefits fixed in nominal terms for each year of service. These plans (which are
almost all union plans) have an implicit link to wages because the benefits are increased in each round of
union negotiations. See Ippolito (1985) for a discussion of union plans.
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by recognizing that members of DC plans only have the option to annuitize their

wealth at random interest rates and were unable to reach a conclusion about which

plan type a risk-averse individual would prefer.2

This paper extends the analysis of Bodie et al. (1988) in order to explore the con-

ditions under which risk-averse individuals might prefer one type of pension plan

over another. In an environment where many individuals have a mix of pension types,

it is also useful to understand the determinants of the optimal mix between DB

and DC pensions. To achieve these goals, this paper applies a lifetime savings–

consumption model to the DB/DC pension problem. Unlike the earlier Bodie et al.

analysis, this model makes wage and investment processes explicit (and possibly

correlated), allows wage uncertainty and investment uncertainty to accumulate over

time, models mortality both before and after retirement, and allows investment

choice to change dynamically and endogenously. Model flexibility is achieved at

the expense of analytical tractability, and forces reliance on numerical solutions. We

use the approach of Carroll (1992, 1997a, 1997b) for numerically solving stochastic

dynamic programming problems.

A final difference between this paper and earlier research is how we model the

DB plan. Bodie et al. (1988) based their model of the DB plan on their view of the

corporate liability assumed by the plan sponsor. This view has some implications for

the labor market that have not been demonstrated empirically. By recognizing the

existence of implicit contracts in the labor market, we are able to use a contribution

schedule for the DB plan that we believe is more realistic than the one assumed by

Bodie et al. (1988).

The lifecycle model that our paper uses draws on the consumption–savings litera-

ture launched by Deaton (1991). He examined infinite-horizon models of consump-

tion where wage risk is unhedgeable and possibly auto-correlated. Many different

authors have used similar models to examine issues in consumption and saving in the

presence of unhedgeable background risk. Carroll (1992, 1997a, 1997b) and Carroll

and Samwick (1998) examine ‘buffer-stock’ savings behavior and the interest elas-

ticity of saving; Heaton and Lucas (1996, 1997) look at the impact of unhedgeable

background risk on portfolio choice ; Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1995) investigate

the impact of a social welfare system on individual saving; and Campbell et al. (2000)

study risk aspects of an investment-based social security system. In all these studies,

the authors model individuals making decisions about consumption and saving given

the fact that they face substantial labor income risk that is unhedgeable due to in-

complete financial markets.3 The models of Carroll and Hubbard and Skinner and

Zeldes do not allow for a risky asset or an endogenous asset mix. The focus of the

present paper is on the flow of risks through available institutional mechanisms of

2 Blake (1998) presents a model of pension fund choice where he treats the pension fund decision separately
from the asset allocation and consumption decisions, and ignores changes in asset allocations that may be
caused by different pension choices. His finding that risk-averse individuals will choose defined benefit
plans over defined contribution pension plans is probably driven by his assumption that wage shocks
have a lower variance than risky asset returns.

3 The financial markets presented in these papers are not incomplete in the sense that every claim that
arises on the financial market cannot be priced. They are incomplete in the sense that labor market claims
cannot be priced using financial market securities. See Heaton and Lucas (2000) for a discussion of this
point.
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retirement saving, making it essential to use a model that was designed to examine the

issue of retirement saving and that allows for investment risk. This makes the model

of Campbell et al. (2000) a natural choice. The models of Heaton and Lucas (1996,

1997, 2000) use a similar approach (although their focus is on exploring the portfolio

and asset pricing implications of proprietary income risk rather than on the insti-

tutional structure of retirement saving) and should therefore give answers that are

qualitatively similar.

The present paper is a first step on the road towards the ultimate goal of designing

and fitting a model to explain the wide diversity of the pension environment. Such a

model will be useful in designing pension systems for future generations in both the

United States and other countries, and in understanding more fully the economic role

of different types of retirement benefit plans.

The first section of this paper discusses the DB and DC pension models that

were developed here, while the second section describes the rest of the economy. The

third section describes the way in which the model was solved; the fourth section

presents some results ; and the fifth section outlines possible model extensions and a

conclusion.

2 Defined benefit and defined contribution pension plans

The individual is assumed to work for T periods and then to be retired for S periods

thereafter.

Defined benefit plan

The worker is assumed to contribute ~PPC
t to a defined benefit pension plan in each year

of his working life and to receive benefits of ~PPB
t from the plan each year after he has

retired. The date of retirement and labor supply in general is assumed to be exogen-

ous, following most of the consumption–savings literature.4

The defined benefit pension benefit is assumed to be a constant real proportion k

of final wages for each year of service. The proportion is assumed to be chosen

endogenously by the individual at the beginning of his working career

~PPB
T+i=kT ~WWT 8 i>0 (1)

This is a simplified version of a typical DB benefit formula as discussed by Mitchell

(2000).5

Consistent with theoretical models of the labor market (see, for example, Bulow,

1981 and Bulow and Scholes, 1983) it is assumed that workers pay for defined benefit

pensions in the form of lower cash wages. When the individual joins the plan, the

expected discounted present value of pension contributions is chosen to equal

his expected discounted present value of pension benefits. This makes the simplifying

4 As discussed by Bodie, Merton and Samuelson (1992) this assumption may have implications for optimal
investment and pension strategies. Their model shows that the ability to adjust labor effort ex post may
allow the worker to assume greater investment risks ex ante, driving portfolio allocation towards stocks.

5 Most DB plans pay benefits based on an average of the last few years of service, rather than on just the
last year, as we assume here. In addition, many DB plans further reduce the variability of the benefit by
excluding highly variable compensation (such as sales commissions) from the wages used in the benefit
formula. These complications are ignored in this paper for simplicity.
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assumption that there are no ex ante cross subsidies in the pension plan, even though

these are not unusual in defined benefit pension schemes.6

Two further issues must be considered when determining contributions to defined

benefit pensions plans. The first is whether contributions are increasing, level, or de-

creasing over time as a proportion of wages. Bodie et al. (1988) model contributions

as an increasing proportion of wages in order to reflect their view that the value of

the corporate pension promise is the termination benefit offered under the plan rules.

Nevertheless, this view of DB pensions implies steeply declining cash wages near

retirement, and temporary dips in cash wages when an individual’s pension vests.

This is rejected empirically by Kotlikoff and Wise (1985) and by Pesando (1985), and

discussed by Bulow and Landsman (1985) amongst others.

An extensive literature on implicit labor contracts and DB pension plans, sum-

marized in Ippolito (1985, 1997) presents the DB pension contract as a long-term

implicit contract. The terms of the contract are that the pension plan sponsor pro-

mises not to terminate the plan, in exchange for requiring plan members to pay

contributions that are higher than the level required to finance the termination

benefit. The purpose of these higher contributions (called the ‘pension bond’ in the

literature) is to attract lower discounting and longer tenure workers to the firm. This

is in the interests of the firm because longer tenure workers have a greater incentive to

accrue firm-specific human capital. These arguments are summarized in Lazear (1979,

1982). By encouraging higher earlier pension contributions, the presence of implicit

labor contracts in DB pension plans would tend to imply a more level contribution

rate than that assumed by Bodie et al. (1988).

For this reason, and for theoretical simplicity, we model the level of contributions

as a constant fraction of wages

~PPC
t =c ~WWt 8 0<tfT (2)

The value of c can be determined by solving the following equation

E0

XT
i=1

(1+r)xipi
~PPC
i =E0

XS
i=1

(1+r)xTxipT+i
~PPB
T+i (3)

where the assumed probability the individual is alive at time i, conditional on being

alive at time 0 is given by pi, and the interest rate at which the identity holds is r.

Substituting (1) and (2) into (3) gives :

E0

XT
i=1

(1+r)xipic ~WWi=E0

XS
i=1

(1+r)xTxipT+ik ~WWT (4)

which results in a linear relationship between c and k :

c=k

E0
PS
i=1

(1+r)xTxipT+i
~WWT

E0
PT
i=1

(1+r)xipi
~WWi

(5)

6 An example of a common ex ante subsidy is that between men and women. Women have lower mortality
and hence may earn more valuable benefits. The true extend of cross subsidies is often difficult to
measure. See Gustman and Steinmeier (2000) for an analysis of redistribution in Social Security.
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The assumption of a level contribution schedule probably overestimates the extent

to which DB pension plans expose members to wage risk. This is because with an

increasing contribution schedule, more contributions are made later when more is

known about the final level of wages and hence benefits. Thus, contributions and

benefits are more likely to be closer together when the contribution schedule is

increasing than when the contribution schedule is flat or decreasing.

The level of contributions as a proportion of wages in this model is given by c.

In order for the pension to be fully self-financing in expected value, the value of c

must depend on the level of investment return the company is willing to guarantee the

individual (given by r in equation 1.5) in exchange for assuming the risk of fluctuating

wages.7 There is a wide literature (see Babbel et al., 2002, for a summary) that dis-

cusses the risks that firms assume by providing defined-benefit-type guarantees to

employees, and the accuracy with which these risks are reflected on company balance

sheets. To sidestep this controversy, here we examine defined benefit pension plans

in the situation where various levels of ‘guarantee’ are provided by the corporation.

A guarantee of the risk-free rate (i.e. r=R, the risk-free rate) has the effect of as-

suming that the employer can diversify wage fluctuations away fully, or that the firm’s

aggregate real wage bill is uncorrelated with the risky asset. If the firm’s wage bill

is positively correlated with the risky asset, a higher rate of guarantee can be safely

granted.8 It should be noted that one of the advantages of DB plans from the view-

point of the corporate sponsor is that DB plans afford it greater control over

employees’ retirement behavior. Presumably, this has some value to the employer,

implying that some guarantee above the risk-free rate is not unreasonable. Dorsey

et al. (1998) state that employees would also not accept this restriction on their re-

tirement options unless the firm could pay higher cash wages to compensate, possibly

due to higher productivity of pension-covered workers (Dorsey et al., 1998 present

some evidence on this), the lower turnover of workers in pension-covered jobs

(Gustman and Steinmeier, 1995; Allen, Clark, and McDermed, 1993), or the sorting

effect of pensions (Ippolito, 1997). From the point of view of the employee, this could

appear as though the firm were discounting pension benefits at a higher rate than

the risk-free rate. This effect is shown in a stylized way in Figure 1. Bodie et al. (1988)

assumed that the corporate sponsor could fully diversify the impact of wage fluc-

tuations, and that pensions had no productivity, tenure or sorting effects, implying

that DB pensions and contributions should be discounted at the risk-free rate. This

means that r=R in equation (5).

This paper will use the risk-free rate as a base and will examine the impact on indi-

vidual portfolio choice if the company is able to provide a slightly larger guarantee,

or if the presence of a pension increases worker productivity and hence wages.

It will be assumed that the corporation will not default on its promises, although

the analysis can easily be modified to include partial or full default. In the United

7 Note that this is independent of the actual investment strategy pursued by the firm. The firmmay chose to
invest the contributions in equities. This would lower contributions by the equity risk premium but
increase the volatility of the contributions.

8 A more complete analysis, beyond the scope of this paper, could examine the correlation between the
aggregate wage bill of a corporation and various risk factors identified in the empirical finance literature
(see, for example, Fama and French, 1996).
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States, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation provides a federal guarantee for

most of the liabilities of defined benefit plans (Ippolito, 1989).

In this model, the corporation pools the pension contributions of individual

workers (eliminating wage fluctuations) and uses these to purchase longer-dated risk-

free bonds that will pay pension benefits. It is impossible for individuals to do this as

they cannot hedge away their wage risk due to incomplete markets. If interest rates

were variable, the corporation could issue bonds at time 0, guaranteed by the future

pension contributions of its workers, and use the proceeds to purchase much longer-

dated bonds to pay benefits. The corporation could redeem its own debt with the

employee pension contributions as they fell due.

Defined contribution plan

In this paper, we do not model the DC plan assets separately from the other assets

of the individual. The DC plan forms part of the assets of the individual and can be

invested in stocks and bonds with the worker’s other assets. The individual is also free

to spend down assets if so desired.

There are several reasons for this. The first is that for simplicity we have not

modeled tax incentives for pension saving, or, stated more accurately, tax disin-

centives for saving outside pension plans. An accurate specification of the tax code

would involve complications that are beyond the scope of this paper. In addition,

while there is evidence that DB plans pay a slightly higher rate of tax than DC plans

Fig. 1. The impact of pension-induced productivity improvements on apparent pension dis-
count rate.
Notes : Dotted line represents wages without pension. If a pension is offered, worker pro-
ductivity may improve (possibly because of the incentive effects, reduced turnover or sorting
effects of the pension), implying an increased total wage, shown as the top solid line. The
worker will have pension contributions (calculated at the risk-free rate) deducted from wages,
leaving cash wages as shown by the bottom solid line. To the worker, however, it will appear
as though cash wages have fallen by the smaller amount shown by the braces – equivalent
to calculating pension contributions at a higher discount rate than the risk-free rate.
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(see Ippolito, 1989), both types of plan are largely tax-exempt and thus the effects

of introducing taxation would be similar for both plan types. If taxation were in-

troduced, some form of rationing of the tax privilege would need to be modeled,

adding further complications. The second reason is that if DC plans assets were

segregated from other assets, in this model the optimal level of DC plan would be

zero. This is because DC plan assets would be invested in the same assets as non-DC

plan assets, but unavailable for consumption before retirement.9 Finally, very few DC

plans in the US compel members to annuitize their assets at retirement, and less

than 25% offer any life annuity option at retirement at all (Mitchell, 2000). Many

(especially 401(k) plans) permit members to borrow against accumulated assets.

These facts reduce the relevance of segregating the assets of the DC plan.

To prevent the desire of individuals for annuities from biasing the estimated de-

sirability of DB plans upwards, workers are permitted to access the annuity market

when they retire. However, unlike DB plan annuities, whose benefit level is chosen

when workers join the DB plan, the level of the private annuity can be chosen at

retirement. To allow for adverse selection (see Finkelstein and Poterba, 2002 and

Mitchell et al., 1999 for evidence on the presence of adverse selection in annuities

markets) the private annuity is not priced neutrally. Letting Y be the amount of

income the individual obtains from the annuity, and the price loading for adverse

selection in the private annuity market be l, then the individual must pay

BT+1=Y(1+l)
XSx1

i=0

pT+1+i

pT+1
(1+R)xi (6)

R is the rate at which annuity payments are discounted (assumed to be the risk-free

rate as an individual’s mortality is uncorrelated with the risky asset) and pi is defined

above.

3 Model description

An expected utility-maximizing individual works for T periods and then is retired for

S periods. As stated above, labor supply is assumed to be exogenous. At the begin-

ning of each working period, the individual earns a real risky wage ~WWt, consumes Ct,

and has assets on hand of At. Between period tx1 and period t, the individual earns a

return on assets of ~RRt. All variables with subscript t are revealed at time t. The model

structure is summarized in Table 1.

Consumer’s wages

A variety of different models of income uncertainty is used in the stochastic income

literature (see Pemberton, 1997). There are three main features to all of these models :

wages are assumed to be exogenous, to persist over time, and to fluctuate around a

permanent income level which may shift over an individual’s working life. To model

these facts, it is conventional to describe the level of the wage, ~WWt (earned at the

9 As DB plans provide access to a security not available in the markets (notably, wage-indexed claims), the
same result does not hold for DB plans.
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beginning of each period), as

~WWt= exp (~wwt) (7)

where ~wwt consists of three components.

The first is a deterministic function that represents the unconditional expected

value of wages at time t, an individual’s permanent income, which is often modeled

as a function of demographic variables such as the individual’s age, educational

achievement and whether or not the individual is head of a household. The second is

a permanent shock to model shifts in the level of permanent income over an in-

dividual’s working life. For convenience, this permanent error is assumed to follow

an AR(1) process that is either a unit-root process or close to a unit-root process to

Table 1. Model schematics

Working period Retirement period

Time 1 2 … T T+1 … T+S

Income W1 W2 … Wt 0 … 0
Wealth A1 A2 … At At+1 … At+s

Pension P1 P2 … Pt Pt+1 … Pt+s

Consumption C1 C2 … Ct Ct+1 … Ct+s

Risky asset return R2 … Rt Rt+1 … Rt+s

Notes : At each time period the individual chooses how much to consume and how much to
save from current income. The asset mix of savings (between bonds and equities) can be ad-
justed each period. Income is stochastic with permanent and temporary errors. Risky asset
returns are assumed to be lognormally distributed with a constant mean and variance.
At time 0, the individual chooses whether to join a DB pension plan and can choose the

annual accrual rate. The DB pension plan pays a pension benefit equal to the annual accrual
rate multiplied by the individual’s length of service (t in this model) multiplied by the in-
dividual’s final wage. This pension benefit is paid annually until death. Once this choice is
made, the individual cannot opt out of the DB pension plan. The individual pays a level
proportion of wages to the pension plan, where the proportion is chosen so that the expected
discounted present value of contributions equals the expected discounted present value of
benefits at some interest rate. The DB pension plan does not pay a lump sum benefit.
At retirement, the individual can choose to purchase an annuity from private savings on the

private market. To model the costs of adverse selection, the annuity is not priced fairly but has
a multiplicative loading factor incorporated into the price. This annuity pays a level annual
pension for life. The individual can purchase an annuity regardless of whether he participated
in the DB plan.
There is no bequest motive, labor supply is assumed to be exogenous and the individual is

not permitted to borrow either stocks or bonds.
The individual maximizes

max
k

max
{Y, Ci, ai}

E0

XT+S

i=1

bipiu(Ci)

where

u(C)=
C1xc

1xc
, co1, and

pi is the assumed probability the individual is alive at time i conditional on being alive at time 0.
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capture the persistence of wages over time. To model fluctuation around permanent

income, there is also assumed to be a transient shock that, for convenience, is assumed

to be normally distributed with mean equal to negative half its variance.10 Each

individual is assumed to have independent income shocks – implying that there are

no aggregate shocks to income. This process may be described by the following

equations

~wwt=f (t, Z)+~nnt+~eet 8 1ftfT (8)

~nnt=h~nntx1+~jjt 8 1ftfT; n0=0 (9)

~eet � N(x1
2s

2
e, s

2
e) (10)

~jjt
~ggt

� �
� N

x1
2s

2
j

x1
2s

2
g

 !
,

s2
j rsjsg

rsjsg s2
g

� � !
, independent of ~eet (11)

where f(t, Z) is the individual’s permanent income which may depend on a vector of

demographic variables Z ; ~nnt is the permanent error; and ~eet the temporary error. The

term h controls the degree of persistence of the permanent income shocks, and ~ggt is

the stock return at time t (possibly correlated with the permanent error in wages) to

be explained below.

The adjustments to the means of ~nnt, ~eet, and ~ggt of half their variances ensure that

E0[ ~WWt]= exp ( f (t, Z)) (12)

Consumer’s assets

At the beginning of each period t the consumer is assumed to have a stock of assets

At. He can choose what portion at of this to invest in the risky asset, and what portion

1xat to invest in the risk-free asset. At is constrained to be greater than 0, implying

that the individual cannot borrow against his defined benefit pension plan, and the

individual is not permitted to short either the risky or the risk-free asset, implying that

0fatf1.

The instantaneous return on the risk-free asset in all time periods is given by R.

The instantaneous return on the risky asset in time j is given by m+~ggt, where the

joint distribution of ~ggt and
~jjt is given in equation (11).11

The formula above implies that there may be a correlation, r, between the per-

manent portion of an individual’s income shocks and the returns on the risky asset.

10 Some authors model a degree of persistence in the transient error as well (see for instance Zeldes, 1989
and MaCurdy, 1982), which is ignored here for convenience.

11 Campbell and Viciera (1999) have modeled the case where the equity risk premium is time-variant and
there is some predictability in asset returns. The issue of time-varying returns may affect pension choice in
that individuals may be more likely to choose DB plans when DC plans are expected to produce lower
returns. However, as a first assumption, this model will adopt the approach of assuming a constant equity
risk premium.
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The return on an individual’s portfolio is given by

~RRt+1=at[ exp (R+m+~ggt+1)x exp (R)]+ exp (R) (13)

This equation assumes that the individual balances his portfolio only at the beginning

of the year, rather than continuously. The standard adjustment to the mean of ~ggt+1

ensures that

E [ ~RRt+1]=at exp (R+m)+(1xat) exp (R) (14)

Assuming that the individual consumes Ct at time t, the transition equation for the

assets of the individual is

~AAt+1= ~RRt+1(AtxCt+(1xc) ~WWt)o0 8 t<T (15)

Equation (15) assumes that after cash flows in period t, the individual has assets

(Deaton’s (1991) ‘cash-on-hand’) that equal the assets in period t before cash flows,

less consumption in period t plus income in period t. If the individual is working,

income equals wages less pension contributions. These assets, plus investment income

received on them over the year, comprise the individual’s assets or cash-on-hand

before cash flows in period t+1.

Just after retirement, the individual has the option to spend BT+1 on buying

an annuity in the private market, as discussed in the section on DC plans above. The

definition of BT+1 is given in equation (6). Then the asset transfer equation between

times T and T+1 is given by

~AAT+1= ~RRT+1(ATxCT+ ~WWT (1+kT ))xBT+1o0 (16)

The constraint on AT+1 implies a constraint on BT+1.

During retirement the individual receives an income equal to his DB pension plus

his annuity income.

Thus, income in retirement is given by

Y+kT ~WWT (17)

The asset transfer equation for assets during retirement is then given by

~AAT+i+1= ~RRT+i+1(AT+ixCT+i+kT ~WWT+Y)o0 8 i>0 (18)

Decision structure

At time 0, the individual is assumed to maximize a time-separable expected utility

function of the following form

max
k

max
{Y, Ct, at}

E0

XT+S

t=1

btptu(Ct) (19)

where

u(C )=
C1xc

1xc
, co1 (20)
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and pi is the assumed probability the individual is alive at time i conditional on being

alive at time 0. This implies that at time 0, the individual chooses the level of k (the

defined benefit plan accrual rate), C0 (his consumption at time 0), and a0 (the asset

mix of his portfolio at time 0). At each time thereafter, the individual will choose only

Ct (his consumption at time j) and at (the asset mix of his portfolio) conditional on

the chosen value of k. At time T+1, the individual chooses the value Y (the amount

of the private market annuity).

The parameters of the model are thus: Z, h, se
2, sj

2, sg
2 , sjg, r, R, m, c, b, p, f, l

where the other parameters may depend on elements of Z.

Some elements of this model (the wage process, the asset process, and the choice of

utility function) follow Campbell et al. (2000). The model in this paper is also closely

related to the ‘buffer-stock saving’ model of Carroll (1992). It differs from both these

models in that it allows workers to join the DB plan discussed above and because it

allows them to purchase annuities at retirement.

Our model differs from the model of Bodie et al. (1988) because it specified the

wage shock process, has two assets and an endogenous asset mix, and allows access to

annuity markets. Our model also has many more periods than the Bodie et al. (1988)

model, and is realistically calibrated. Part of the calibration process included rec-

ognizing the implicit nature of long-term employment contracts, and the worker-

sorting effect of pension plans in general, as discussed by Ippolito (1997). This implies

a flatter DB contribution schedule than that assumed by Bodie et al. (1988). The

implication of this difference is that Bodie et al. (1988) would probably have under-

stated the sensitivity of the final DB benefit to wage shocks if they had used their

model quantitatively.

No DB plans of which the authors are aware allow individuals to choose the

level of generosity of their benefits as it has been modeled here. This modeling choice

was made for two reasons. Firstly, the model can be regarded as a reduced-form

model of job choice, where otherwise similar jobs offer differentially generous

DB pension plan benefits. With suitable demographic, pension and wage data, the

model’s implications for interactions between wealth, wage uncertainty and pension

plan choice could be tested. With such data, the model could also be used to derive

estimates of the extent to which DB pension plans have crowded out other savings,

reduced the purchase of private annuities and influenced the portfolio choices of

individuals.

Our model can also be viewed as a normative analysis of the economic functions

served by defined benefit pension plans in worker’s asset portfolios if pension plans

as described here existed. In this case, it may be interesting to examine other, similar

insurance arrangements that may be ‘first-best ’ – combining the advantages of

defined benefit plans with the advantages of other types of savings instruments.

Heaton and Lucas (2000) discuss an issue that arises when using lifetime con-

sumption models that include a risky asset : most models of this type fail to match

both consumption–savings profiles and observed asset mixes. This is the case even

when high fixed costs of participating in the equity market are assumed and risk

aversion is very high. The reason for this is the historically high equity risk premium,

examined by Mehra and Prescott (1985) and many others. This paper, like many
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others in this literature, will not attempt to resolve this paradox, which is heightened

by the presence of labor income driving individuals to hold stocks.

4 Model solution

This section describes the techniques used to solve the model.

Derivation of Euler equations

In the last period, the individual consumes all assets. Thus

CT+S=AT+S+kT ~WWT+S+Y (21)

Let X=kT ~WWT+Y, the worker’s (constant) income in retirement. Then, in retire-

ment, the value function is a function of two state variables, X and AT+i. In the last

period

VT+S(AT+S, X )=u(AT+S+X ) (22)

In other periods, the individual must balance future consumption and present

consumption. Each year after time T, including at time T+1, the individual must

solve

Vt(At, X )= max
{Ct, at}

u(Ct)+b
pt+1

pt
EtVt+1( ~RRt+1(AtxCt+X), X )

s:t: CtfAt+X (23)

At time T+1, the year after retirement, the individual must decide how much of his

wealth to annuitize by solving the following problem

V*
T+1(AT+1, kT ~WWT)=max

{Y }
VT+1(AT+1xBT+1, kT ~WWT+Y )

s:t: BT+1=Y(1+l)
XSx1

i=0

pT+1+i

pT+1
(1+R)xi,AT+1xBT+1o0 (24)

At time T, the individual must solve the following problem12

VT(AT, eT, vT)= max
{CT, aT}

u(CT)+b
pT+1

pT
ETV

*
T+1

r( ~RRT+1(ATxCT+(1xc)WTxPC
T), kT

~WWT)

s:t: CTfAT+(1xc)WT

X=kTWT+Y (25)

where Y is the optimal value chosen in equation (24) for each level of DB pension and

wealth.

12 Note that BT+1 has already been included in the definition of VT+1, in equation (24).
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Before time T, the value function is a function of three state variables, At, et and

nt. At these times, the worker must solve the following problem

Vt(At, et, vt)= max
{Ct, at}

u(Ct)+b
pt+1

pt
EtVt+1

r( ~RRt+1(AtxCt+(1xc)Wt), ~eet+1, ~vvt+1)

s:t: CtfAt+(1xc)Wt (26)

To avoid repetition, only the derivations of results for the more complex pre-

retirement time periods will be shown. Results at and after retirement can easily be

obtained by following the same procedure.

Ignoring constraints on consumption, the F.O.C. for consumption is

u0(ĈCt)=b
pt+1

pt
Et

~RRt+1V
0
t+1(

~RRt+1(AtxĈCt+(1xc)Wt), ~eet+1, ~vvt+1) (27)

where the prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. the first argument of the function to

which it is applied, and ĈCt is the optimal level of Ct.

The envelope theorem says

V 0
t (At, et, vt)=b

pt+1

pt
Et[ ~RRt+1V

0
t+1(

~RRt+1(AtxĈCt+(1xc)Wt), ~eet+1, ~vvt+1)] (28)

which implies that

u 0(ĈCt)=V 0
t (At, et, vt), or that u

0(ĈCt+1)=V 0
t+1(At+1, et+1, vt+1) (29)

Combining (27) and (29) gives the Euler Equation for consumption

u 0(ĈCt)=b
pt+1

pt
Et[ ~RRt+1u

0(ĈCt+1)] (30)

Similar arguments show that equation (30) applies at all other time periods except

the last period.

Again ignoring constraints, the F.O.C for asset allocation is

0=Et[(exp (R+m+~ggt+1)x exp (R))V 0
t+1(

~̂RR~RRt+1(AtxCt+(1xc)Wt), ~eet+1, ~vvt+1)]

(31)

or

0=Et[(exp ( m+~ggt+1)x1)V 0
t+1(

~̂RR~RRt+1(AtxCt+(1xc)Wt), ~eet+1, ~vvt+1)] (32)

The two F.O.C.’s (32) and (30) need to be solved simultaneously for âat and ĈCt.

In order to do this, define a function

Vt(st, at, et, vt)=Et[Vt+1( ~RRt+1st, ~eet+1, ~vvt+1)] where st=At+(1xc)Wt (33)

Hence

Vs
t(st, at, et, vt)=Et[ ~RRt+1V

0
t+1(

~RRt+1st, ~eet+1, ~vvt+1)] (34)

and

Va
t (st, at, et, vt)=Et[(exp (R+m+~ggt+1)x exp (R))V 0

t+1(
~RRt+1st, ~eet+1, ~vvt+1)] (35)
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Using these equations, the F.O.C’s can be rewritten as

u 0(ĈCt)=b
pt+1

pt
Vs

t(stxĈCt, âat, et, vt) (36)

and

0=Va
t (stxĈCt, âat, et, vt) (37)

These four equations ((34), (35), (36), and (37)), along with the solution for the first

retirement period, can be used recursively to obtain the optimal consumption rule for

all time periods except time T, the date of retirement. The first retirement period

solution is obtained by recursively solving four similar equations, starting at the last

period, and then solving for the optimal annuitization strategy. While technically the

individual solves the annuitization, consumption and asset allocation decisions in this

time period simultaneously, these decisions can be solved as sequential decisions.

Note that if tfT, the constraint Ato0 is binding when

ĈCt=At+(1xc)Wt (38)

From (37), this occurs when

u 0(At+(1xc)Wt)=b
pt+1

pt
Vs

t(0, âat, et, vt) (39)

or when

At=(u 0)x1( b
pt+1

pt
Vs

t(0, âat, et, vt))x(1xc)Wt and 0=Va
t (0, âat, et, vt) (40)

The constraint 0 f atf1 is binding when the unconstrained solution lies outside the

range [0, 1].

Algorithms

The Gaussian random variables were discretized by following the approach of

Carroll (1992). His technique was extended to permit multiple, correlated random

variables by discretizing the variables in sequence and using conditional distributions

where appropriate.

The Euler equations were solved numerically using a Newton–Raphson method.

The value functions and the derivative of the value functions were approximately

linearized by the use of appropriate power transformations. This reduced the number

of sample points in the grid that were required to estimate the value functions accu-

rately. The technique was effective provided that the values at which the constraints

bind were included in the grid of values for which the function Vt(st, at, et, nt)

(defined in equation (31)) was estimated. The interpolation over the values of the state

variable nt was performed using exponential interpolation to reflect the fact that its

value affects income in an exponential way, while et was modeled as a lognormal,

multiplicative random variable of income to avoid this problem.

The asset mix was chosen first for each level of consumption and each combination

of the state variables. Then, the optimal level of consumption was chosen for each
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combination of the state variables. This technique used the principle of dynamic

programming applied over different choice variables rather than over different time

periods. It offered improved computation time and reliability over a simultaneous

solution of the Euler equations. The same approach was used to determine the opti-

mal annuitization strategy at retirement.

The optimal value of k was chosen by means of an optimization algorithm over the

values of V0(A0, n0, e0), corresponding to different levels of income and wealth. The

optimization procedure used either cubic spline interpolation or linear bisection of

the estimated value function derivatives, conditional on whether the cubic spline

interpolation produced results that lay inside the bisection interval.

The solution was implemented in a combination of Matlab and C++. The

problem of retirement was solved only once (using the technique of state variable

reduction) and stored for each set of parameters, allowing pre-retirement runs to

be performed fairly rapidly.

5 Assumptions and results

The assumptions used by the model are laid out in Table 2.

The model assumes an equity risk premium of 4% per annum, lower than his-

torical market values would suggest. The standard deviation of equity returns is in

line with historical values of 15.7% per annum. The benchmark risk aversion used is

5, slightly higher than many authors have used. These three assumptions are chosen

to ensure that the benchmark proportion of wealth invested in the risky asset is not

too far from observed values (see Heaton and Lucas, 2000). The presence of labor

income (and pension income in retirement) implies that much higher equity positions

will be observed in this model than the benchmark.13

Many authors (Carroll, 1992; Carroll and Samwick, 1997 and 1998; Heaton and

Lucas, 2000; and Campbell et al., 2000) have examined the PSID and obtained esti-

mates of earnings volatility and wage profiles. There is thus little value added by

performing another analysis of the same dataset in this context. For the estimates

of the variance of permanent income shocks, we have decided to use the estimates of

Campbell et al. (2000), which are approximately 30% higher than the estimates used

by other researchers. For the temporary shock variance, we use a value higher than

that used by Carroll (1992) and Heaton and Lucas (2000), but a lower estimate

than obtained by Campbell et al. (2000). It should be noted that, as discussed by

Deaton (1991), measurement error can have a large effect on estimates of temporary

variance in earnings. Most DB pension plans use an average of the last few years’

income to determine the pension benefit, rather than the last year as we have assumed

here, which will average out wage fluctuations. These facts allow a lower estimate of

the temporary variance of income shocks to be used in this context.

The shape of the wage profile seems to have a small impact on the results, and hence

the profile obtained by Campbell et al. (2000) from the PSID for college-educated

13 A standard benchmark used is Merton (1969)s result that, in the absence of labor income, the proportion
of wealth invested in the risky asset equals m=(s2

gc) in the notation of this model. For these parameter
values, this is approximately 1/3.
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students was chosen. This wage profile is shown in Figure 2. Some studies that

provide aggregate estimates for the covariance of permanent wage shocks and risky

asset returns include Heaton and Lucas (1997), who estimate this correlation at

the individual level and find that most workers have a correlation of between x0.1

and 0.2 between wage shocks and the risky asset. They do not state the sampling

distribution of their estimated correlation. Davis and Willen (2000) estimate this

correlation for different professions and find typically small positive values except for

individuals who are self employed. For this paper, we are thus justified in assuming

a small positive value for this parameter, following Campbell et al. (2000).

Figure 3 shows the solution of this model for a worker who enters the labor force at

age 23 for the assumptions described above. This worker is assumed to contribute

nothing to the pension plan, so k=0. The graph shows the worker’s annual earnings,

asset holdings, consumption, and asset mix between equities and bonds. This figure

assumes that all random variables equal their expected values in each time period.

As expected, just before retirement, when human capital has been exhausted, the

Table 2. Description of model assumptions

Assumption

Risk aversion 5

Time preference 4%
Risk-free interest rate 2%
Equity risk premium 4%
Equity uncertainty sg=0.157

Permanent income profile Polynomial profileb

Income uncertainty h=1
sj=0.130

se=0.121c

Mortality US femalesd

Equity/permanent wage

error covariance

sgj=0.00181

Liquidity constraints Directly imposed
Private annuity market l=10%e

Notes :
a No bequest motive is assumed and labor supply is assumed to be exogenous.
b The profile was taken from Campbell et al. (2000), estimated from the PSID separately for
college-educated individuals, following Hubbard, Skinner and Zeldes (1995). The profile is
shown in Figure 2.
c Many authors have used the PSID to obtain estimates of income variance. The values used
here are slightly higher than those used by Hubbard, Skinner and Zeldes (1995); Heaton and
Lucas (2000); and Carroll (1992). These results were derived from Campbell et al.’s analysis of
the PSID. Temporary standard deviations were his results for college-educated individuals,
halved to allow for measurement error.
d The projected mortality of the cohort of US Females born in 1980, calculated by the Berkeley
mortality database with data from the Social Security Administration was used. For infor-
mation about the tables, go to http://demog.berkeley.edu/wilmoth/mortality.
e Mitchell et al. (1999) estimate adverse selection and loading costs to be around 10% of the
cost of annuities.
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individual’s equity holdings are approximately 1/3. The worker’s assets fall dra-

matically at retirement as the annuity is purchased. After retirement, the risk-less

annuity crowds out all bond holdings. In early years, the individual saves very little,

but starts to save for retirement from around age 30.

The optimal values of k are presented in two separate tables. Table 3 shows the

impact of an individual’s time horizon and initial wealth on the choice to participate

Fig. 3. Optimal Lifetime Earnings Profile: No DB Plan.
Notes : All parameters equal expected value throughout life. Assumptions as assumed in Table
2, for college-educated individual. k=0. ‘Assets ’ line includes direct equity and bond holdings.
‘Equity’ line includes direct equity holdings. ‘Income’ includes proceeds of private annuity in
retirement. ‘Cons’ is consumption.

Fig. 2. Assumed earnings profile.
Source : Campbell et al. (1999). This graph consists of polynomial smoothed age dummies from
an analysis of average earnings from the PSID.
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in a DB pension scheme, and is illustrated graphically in Figure 4. Table 4 shows the

sensitivity of the optimal DB choice to various assumptions.

The results show that at early ages, DB pension plans are not a desirable vehicle for

retirement saving. Even for relatively wealthy individuals, shown in the third column

of Table 3, the optimal DB replacement rate for individuals younger than age 45 is 0.

There are three reasons for this. The first is that the effective return on the DB benefit

(the risk-free rate plus the 10% adverse selection cost on the private annuity market,

spread over the number of years to retirement) is too low relative to its variance. The

variance equals the variance of the final year’s earnings conditional on the state

variables at the time the decision is made. For an individual aged 25, the variance

of earnings over 40 years is simply too large to justify returns that are close to the

Table 3. Optimal DB replacement rates by age of option and initial financial wealth

Initial cash-on-hand / Initial wagesb

Agea 2 5 8

42 0 0 0
43 0 0 0
44 0 0 0
45 0 0 0.02

46 0 0.02 0.07
47 0 0.04 0.10
48 0 0.06 0.13

49 0.01 0.09 0.15
50 0.03 0.12 0.18
51 0.05 0.14 0.21

52 0.08 0.17 0.25
53 0.10 0.21 0.28
54 0.13 0.24 0.32
55 0.15 0.28 0.36

56 0.18 0.31 0.40
57 0.21 0.35 0.45
58 0.24 0.39 0.48

59 0.26 0.41 0.42*
60 0.26 0.34* 0.34*

Notes : The table shows the optimal DB replacement rate (i.e. the optimal DB pension as a
proportion of final salary) for the model described in the text, with assumptions as listed in
Table 2. The table assumes the wage profile of a college-educated individual, as shown
in Figure 2, with temporary and permanent earning shock standard deviations as shown in
Table 2. No high school and high-school educated individuals have quantitatively similar re-
sults and hence are not shown. In the notation of the model, the figures listed equal tk̂k, the years
of service multiplied by the optimal annual accrual rate. Figures shown to calculated precision.
At earlier ages, optimal DB plan participation equals 0 for all levels of wealth below the largest
one listed. An * indicates a solution where the contribution to the DB pension plan equals
an individual’s entire salary.
a This is the age at which the option to join the pension plan is granted – i.e. 65xt in the
notation of the model.
b Cash-on-hand is all wealth not invested in the pension plan and excluding the present value
of future wages. Initial wages is the first wage the individual receives.
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risk-free rate. The second reason is that when he is young, the worker has most of his

wealth invested in human capital, which is highly correlated with the final benefit of

the DB plan. For younger individuals, equities provide an opportunity to diversify

away from human capital. As the individual ages, human capital is converted into

financial wealth, and his wage uncertainty is resolved. This implies that the diversi-

fication value of DB pension plans increases and the variability of the final benefit

decreases. Hence, we would expect that, as shown in Table 3, (illustrated in Figure 4)

as the individual nears retirement, DB plans become progressively more attractive.

The final reason causing DB plans to become more attractive as workers near re-

tirement is that the annual rate of return on the DB plan increases. This is because the

fixed benefit of participating in the group annuity market through the DB plan as

opposed to in the (unfair) private market is spread over fewer years.

The results in Table 3 show that the advantages of DB plans for older workers are

very large. For instance, a 57 year-old individual with financial wealth equal to 5 times

his current earnings, has an optimal DB replacement rate of 35% – a huge number

considering that he only has 8 working years to contribute to the pension plan. For

older individuals, the benefits of DB plans are so substantial that the model predicts

that workers would invest most or all of their earnings in these plans if given the

opportunity. This is illustrated by the optimal DB replacement rates marked by as-

terisks, which indicate that workers are constrained from investing more than their

entire earnings in their DB plan. While this is admittedly unrealistic, it illustrates the

value that workers near retirement place on DB plans : DB plans diversify the asset

portfolio out of financial markets and provide cheap access to the market for life

annuities.

Table 3 also shows how the optimal DB pension plan replacement rate varies by the

initial financial wealth of the individual at the time the option is given to participate in

Fig. 4. Optimal DB replacement rate by time to retirement and initial wealth.
Notes : Vertical axis shows optimal DB replacement rate. In the notation of the model, this is
tk̂k. Horizontal axis shows the age at which the individual is offered the option of joining the
DB plan. A/Y means initial financial assets expressed as a ratio to initial wage income. At
ages lower than 44, the optimal participation in the DB plan is 0 for all levels of wealth less
than the maximum shown here. The values are shown in Table 3.
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Table 4. Parameter sensitivity

Optimal DB replacement rated

Risk aversion (r)

3 0.37
5 0.28
7 0.14

Annuity loading

0% 0.00
5% 0.14
10% 0.28

Productivity growtha

0% p.a. 0.28
1% p.a. 0.26

2% p.a. 0.24
Equity risk premium
2% p.a. 0.31
4% p.a. 0.28

6% p.a. 0.23
Rate of time preference
2% p.a. 0.29

4% p.a. 0.28
6% p.a. 0.27

Wage variability factorb

0.5 0.56
1 0.28
1.5 0.03

DB Guaranteec

0% p.a. 0.28
1% p.a. 0.38
2% p.a. 0.77

Notes : Where an assumption is not stated, its value is as in the base case, described in Table 2.
This table uses the wage profile and variability estimates of college-educated students, as ad-
justed and described in Table 2. Results for high-school educated and no-high school educated
individuals are quantitatively similar and hence are not shown.
a This is an annual percentage adjustment made to the wage profile discussed in the notes
to Table 2 above to compensate for the fact that the estimation procedure used may not
have fully captured the effects of rising productivity due to the short sample period. Base
value is 0.
b This is a factor by which the temporary and permanent components of wage variability
(presented in Table 2) are multiplied to illustrate the effect of variation in wages. Base value
is 1.0.
c This is an amount added to the risk-free rate when calculating the level proportion of wages
the individual must contribute to the DB pension plan. Base value is 0.
d In the notation of the model, the figures listed equal tk̂k, the years of service multiplied by the
optimal annual accrual rate.
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the DB plan. The higher his initial wealth relative to income, the greater the pro-

portion of total wealth (including human capital) that is invested in financial capital

and hence the greater the diversification benefit of investing in the DB plan. If wealth

is higher, the individual can also sacrifice a greater proportion of earnings into the

DB plan without adversely affecting consumption.

Figures 5 and 6 show the consumption–earnings profiles from age 56 for the base

case of the model when the worker chooses no DB pension plan and when the worker

chooses the optimum level of the DB pension plan, respectively. Again, both these

figures assume that all random variables equal their expected values.

Figure 5 shows that the individual with no DB plan accumulates around $300,000

just before retirement, and has approximately 1/3 of this invested in the risky asset,

as expected. At retirement, the individual purchases an annuity on the private market

that gives him a replacement rate of about 45%. After retirement, this annuity

crowds out his bond holdings and all assets are held in the risky asset thereafter.

Figure 6 shows the same profiles for an individual who chooses the optimum DB

participation rate at that age. This figure shows two lines for income – one before the

pension contributions are deducted and the pension annuity is received, and one after

this is done. Several features of this graph stand out in comparison with Figure 4.

Firstly, this individual has only about $180,000 in financial assets before retirement

because the DB plan has crowded out other savings. This crowd-out comes dis-

proportionately from bonds, which now represent only around 40% of the in-

dividual’s portfolio just before retirement. At retirement, the worker buys an annuity

on the private market with a replacement rate of only 20%. The optimal DB re-

placement rate for the base case is 28% (read off Table 3), implying that the total

Fig. 5. Age–Consumption Profiles : Base Case, k=0.
Notes : All parameters equal expected value throughout life. Assumptions as assumed in
Table 2, for college-educated individual. k=0. ‘Assets ’ line includes direct equity and bond
holdings. ‘Equity’ line includes direct equity holdings. ‘Income’ includes proceeds of private
annuity in retirement. ‘Cons’ is consumption.
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replacement rate for this individual is 48%. The reason that this is higher than the

individual who did not participate in the DB plan is that the DB annuity is cheaper

than the private market annuity. As before, the annuities crowd out all the bond

holdings in retirement and this retiree holds only bonds until the end of his life.

Table 4 shows the sensitivity of the optimal DB replacement rate to various para-

meters in the model. The sensitivity of the model to time to retirement and initial

wealth has already been discussed.

Table 4 shows that the factors affecting the desirability of DB pension plans most

are the annuity loading, the wage variability factor, and the DB guarantee.

If the private annuity market loading falls, DB plans become much less attractive.

In the case that the private annuity market is actuarially fair, the optimal DB re-

placement rate is 0. This is because the DB plan pays the risk-free rate but provides

a risky benefit and is fully dominated by the risk-free asset. We would expect DB

pension plans to be more common in environments where private annuity markets

are inefficient.

As wage variability increases, the optimal DB replacement rate falls. This is be-

cause the variability of the DB benefit increases as wage variability increases. We

expect DB plans to be more common in industries where wage variability is lower –

such as governments and large corporations.

If the DB guarantee increases, the optimal DB replacement rate increases. This is

because the expected value of the DB benefit increases while its variance remains

unchanged. We therefore expect that DB plans would be more prevalent in industries

Fig. 6. Age–Consumption Profiles: Base Case, k=k̂k.
Notes : All parameters equal expected value throughout life. Assumptions as assumed in
Table 2, for college-educated individual. k=k̂k. ‘Assets ’ line includes direct equity and
bond holdings. ‘Equity’ line includes direct equity holdings. ‘Income after Pens’ line shows
income after pension contributions and pension annuity is paid out. ‘Income before pens’
includes proceeds of private annuity in retirement, but not the pension annuity. ‘Cons’ is
consumption.
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where the aggregate wage bill is highly correlated with the risky asset or where the

employer is willing to pay a premium to control the retirement behavior of employees.

The remaining factors affect the desirability of DB pension plans, but less

dramatically. An increase in risk aversion causes the optimal DB pension plan re-

placement rate to fall. This produces the surprising result that DB plans are more

attractive to individuals who are less risk averse – at least over the range of risk

aversion examined here. This conclusion is in line with the conclusion of Bodie et al.

(1988). The shape of the earnings pro file (as altered by the productivity parameter)

has a small impact on the optimal level of DB earnings. As earnings growth increases,

the optimal DB replacement rate falls slightly, possibly because increased earnings

growth reduces saving in general and increases the absolute level of the final benefit.

An increase in the equity risk premium causes the optimal DB replacement rate to fall

because the attractiveness of the main investment alternative – equities – is increased.

The rate of time preference has only a very small impact on the desirability of DB

pension plans.

The model shows that under a variety of assumptions, DB plans can provide value

to individuals nearing retirement – primarily by providing additional diversification

out of the financial markets and cheaper access to annuities markets. For individuals

more than about 15–20 years from retirement, however, the value of DB plans is

likely to be small due to high wage uncertainty, the low annual return required to

compensate for the cheaper access that DB plans provide to annuities markets, and

the high proportion of the total wealth of younger workers that is invested in their

human capital.

6 Extensions and conclusion

The model described here could be extended in a number of ways in future research.

Habit formation

A possible advantage of DB plans over DC plans is that they provide individuals who

have long working histories a benefit with a stable replacement ratio. This would

make DB plans more attractive if individuals have habit-formation-type preferences.

This model could easily be extended and results obtained for habit formation utility

functions, as Carroll (2000) has done for the buffer-stock savings/consumption

model.

Social security

An important source of retirement income for most people in the US is Social

Security, which is a re-indexed career-average defined benefit plan with some re-

distributive aspects. Baxter (2001)) examines Social Security as a financial asset, and

she finds surprisingly low correlations between Social Security benefits and final

wages. Her work implies that the diversification element of DB plans identified here

would still be valuable if Social Security were included. However, because Social

Security also provides access to the annuities market, DB plans may well be crowded

out by Social Security, as discussed by Mitchell et al. (1999). The model presented
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here could easily be extended by forcing individuals to pay an amount of their pay,

sufficient to provide replacement ratios similar to Social Security, into an account

that provides them with an annuity at a group rate. The attractiveness of DB pen-

sions could be examined as a function of the replacement rate provided by Social

Security.

Endogenous labor supply

As stated above, Bodie et al. (1992) have examined the portfolio implications of

endogenous labor supply. They find that allowing for flexible labor supply has a

strong effect, driving agents into holding more of the risky asset. While their work is

not completely applicable to the problem considered here (they assume that wage

shocks are completely hedgeable), the effect that labor supply flexibility would have

on optimal portfolios (including DB plan holdings) is important to consider. Allow-

ing individuals to choose the date of their retirement would make DB plans more

attractive as it would decrease the effect of wage shocks on the final benefit. This

choice would also mean, however, that the firm could no longer completely hedge

away wage shocks and so would charge more for the DB plan. Also, the risky-asset

effect of endogenous labor supply may drive individuals into the DB plan. The as-

sumption of a fixed retirement date may underlie some of the results of the paper and

therefore needs to be investigated.

Annuity demand models

The annuity demand model in this paper is relatively unsophisticated. Other authors

(see, for example Mitchell et al., 1999) have modeled much more complicated demand

models, including such aspects as bequest motives, medical expenses and housing –

all of which may reduce the demand for annuities. The high value of annuities implied

by our model may overstate the value of defined benefit plans’ provision of access to

an actuarially fair annuity. Alternatively, the fact that annuity rates vary consider-

ably over time adds a further dimension of risk to the private annuity market that

could easily be modeled.

Mandatory DC plan

Finally, it is important to examine the case of forced saving. In many countries with

mandatory DC pension plans (see Bateman et al., 2001) individuals are forced to

save for retirement from an early age. It is probable that the diversification element

of DB plans would still be useful for individuals nearing retirement, although the

annuitization advantage of DB plans would no longer hold if annuitization were

mandatory in the DC system. It is also possible that the forced savings in the DC plan

would crowd out some of the DB savings later in life. The extension to this model is

not difficult to achieve.

Conclusion

This paper has identified conditions under which workers use a defined benefit pen-

sion to help bear investment and wage risk. At the levels of wage risk assumed here,
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wage indexed claims are not a suitable vehicle for retirement savings for young in-

dividuals. This is because investment in stocks over the lifecycle is expected to fully

dominate a wage-indexed defined benefit plan. But a defined benefit plan does offer

a valuable alternative to workers nearing retirement. For such individuals, the risks

of a defined benefit plan are likely to be smaller, as most wage variability has already

been resolved. Further, the returns are likely to be higher than for younger workers,

as the benefit of cheaper access to annuities markets is spread over a smaller number

of years. In addition, because individuals have relatively little of their wealth in

human capital, and instead hold more financial assets, the diversification of wealth

out of financial markets can be extremely valuable at older ages.

Our results also show that DB plans are more valuable if financial wealth is higher

relative to income, if wage variability is lower, if access to private annuities markets is

expensive and if the equity risk premium is lower.

These results suggest that a retirement policy that encourages firms to allow older

workers to join defined benefit plans, or a national wage-linked social security system

for older workers will be welfare enhancing. This is particularly true in countries

where annuity markets are poorly developed, or where equity markets are risky and

provide low expected returns.
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